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Abstract

Two tools to facilitate decision making in com-
plex, real-time domains are discussed. Multi-
ple execution architectures are four implemen-
tations of the agent function, a function that
receives percepts from the environment as in-
put and outputs an action choice. The four
execution architectures are defined by the dif-
ferent knowledge types that each uses. De-
pending on the domain and agent capabilities,
each execution architecture has different speed
and correctness properties. Metalevel control
of planning computes the value of information
of planning to compare to the utility of execut-
ing the current plan. Examples are presented
from an autonomous, underwater vehicle do-
main.

1 Introduction
The goal of a decision-making system is to select the best
action in the current situation. In a decision-theoretic
framework, this is expressed as choosing the optimal ac-
tion, d*, given the probability distribution on the out-
come states, s E S, and a utility function on outcome
states, u(s):

d* = argmaxd ~ p(sld)u(s)
sES

If an agent can continuously apply this equation (deci-
sion theory’s maximum expected utility (MEU) prin-
ciple) to select "best" actions, it can be considered
to be generating optimal behavior with respect to its
goals. However, in even moderately complex domains,
the MEU Principle cannot be implemented directly be-
cause of limited resource constraints (e.g., time) and un-
certainty about the utility of outcome states. This paper
discusses two general-purpose tools that can be used to
alleviate this AI scalability problem: multiple execution
architectures and metalevel control of planning.

An agent can be defined as a function f : P* -+ A
where P* is the set of percept sequences from the en-
vironment and A is the set of actions available to the
agent. An execution architecture (EA) [18] is an imple-
mentation of the agent function that operates on a spe-
cific combination of knowledge types (e.g., goals, prob-
abilities of states, outcomes of actions, etc.). Different
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execution architectures will have different competences
and costs in different situations -- for example, reactive
condition-action rules are good for shooting down mis-
siles and playing standard chess openings, but decision-
theoretic planning may be more useful for selecting mis-
sile targets and playing tactically sharp middle games.
Employing multiple EAs with the appropriate control
to arbitrate the final action choice should allow greater
competence to be exhibited than is possible for a single
EA alone.

The second tool we use to implement the MEU prin-
ciple is metalevel control of planning. Planning is the
method of projecting the current state into the future
to predict possible outcomes. If the domain is sim-
ple enough, there is no need for planning since the the
MEU principle can be applied with exact probability
and utility functions for the action outcomes. However,
as the domain becomes more complex, we need to con-
sider subsequent action sequences in order to calculate
the utility of the outcomes of our immediate actions.
Metalevel control of planning determines when and how
much planning should be done. By viewing planning
as a computational action, it can be integrated into the
same decision cycle as base-level actions (i.e., actions
that directly affect the external world). On each cycle,
a best action must be selected, and it may be a base-
level or computational action. Theoretical and practical
issues of decision-theoretic metareasoning have recently
been an active research area (e.g., [19; 4; 7]). Our ap-
proach calculates a "value of information" [10] of doing
various planning actions, selecting the planning or base-
level action that has the highest utility.

First, we will discuss the representation used for mul-
tiple execution architectures and planning (section 2).
Then we will describe the decision cycle that uses those
representations to output action recommendations (sec-
tion 3). Section 4 describes results from an autonomous,
underwater vehicle domain, implemented at the Lock-
heed AI Center.

2 Representation

2.1 Knowledge Types

Each execution architecture (EA) is a different repre-
sentation of the agent function, f : P* --* A, that out-
puts decisions. The EA categorization is based on the
use of six types of knowledge. The original specifica-
tion [18] of the knowledge types used a situation cal-
culus representation, but in this paper, we introduce
an extended influence diagram representation. An in-
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Figure 1: Knowledge forms for multiple execution archi-
tectures.

fluence diagram explicitly accounts for the uncertainty
of the states and provides inference algorithms to up-
date beliefs given new evidence. An influence diagram
represents actions as decision nodes, outcome states (in-
cluding goals) as probabilistic state nodes, and prefer-
ences using value nodes. Depending of the node types
they connect, the arcs in the influence diagram represent
probabilistic, informational, or value dependence.

Our extended influence diagram (EID) representation
differs from an influence diagram by defining the de-
pendencies using the six types of knowledge. These de-
pendencies are more specialized than the general prob-
abilistic, informational, and value dependencies used in
an influence diagram, and therefore, specialized infer-
ence procedures can be used rather than the standard
influence diagram inference techniques.

To describe the current world state, we use a set of n
state variable nodes, X.t = {Xl.t,..., Xn.t}, a decision
node D.t, and a utility node U.t. The suffix .t is used
to indicate time t. For the next time, t+l, the nodes
are represented as X.t+l = {Xx.t+l,...,Xn.t+l}, a
decision node D.t+l, and a utility node U.t+l. Assuming
a Markov property on the states allows specification of
the influences on X.t+l using only X.t and D.t.

As seen in figure 1, the six knowledge types, de-
noted by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, connect the dif-
ferent knowledge components together. For example,
type B knowledge consists of conditional probabilities
p(Xi.t+ liD.t, X.t) specifying the effects of actions1.

2.2 Execution Architectures

Exactly four execution architectures can be defined us-
ing the four different combinations of knowledge types
to make an action decision (figure 1).

CA: Condition-Action EA: (path A D)
Knowledge of type D provides best action choices di-
rectly. In many production systems, uncertainty regard-
ing the preconditions of a rule is not considered. A pre-
condition either is true or false, and the action of any
rule whose preconditions are matched is executed. This
type of system can be implemented by the Condition-
Action EA by allowing no uncertainty about the con-

1A more complete description of MEAs is in [15].

ditions (p(Xi.tlX.t) ¯ 1). The Condition-Action EA
then would output the first action, d;, it considers such
that v(U.t+llD.t = dl, Y.t) = T ( the maximum possi-
ble utility) and the rule’s preconditions hold. The alter-
native Condition-Action EA implementation is to allow
uncertainty about the preconditions. However in this
case, the expected utilities of each action must be com-
puted and compared to select the best action. Computa-
tional savings can still be achieved by taking advantage
of the restriction of utility values to the minimum and
maximum possible utilities: {u-L, ur}. For example, if
u± = 0, many propagations of values in the network are
immediately pruned.

GB: Goal-Based EA: (path A B F)
Knowledge of types A, B, and F suggests actions that
achieve the desired goal condition. Similar to the case
with the Condition-Action EA, two possible implemen-
tations of the Goal-Based EA can be considered. If the
probability values of conditions are restricted to 0 and
1, the first action satisfying the goal utility function is
selected. If uncertainty of conditions is allowed, the ex-
pected utilities of actions need to be computed, but com-
putational savings results from the restriction of utility
values to {u±, u/}.

AU: Action-Utility EA: (path A E ME~0
Knowledge of type E for various actions is combined
with the MEU principle to select the most valuable one.
Inference in the Action-Utility EA uses the standard
probabilistic and decision-theoretic reasoning techniques
done in influence diagrams: the conditional probabilities
of each state node are revised by propagating the effect
of evidence through the network, the expected utility of
each action is computed, and and the action with the
maximum expected utility is selected. Q-tables from
Q-learning [21] are knowledge of type E.

DT: Decision-Theoretic EA: (path A B C MEU)
Knowledge of types A, B, and C is combined to find the
best action using the MEU principle. As in the Action-
Utility EA, standard decision-theoretic reasoning needs
to be used in the Decision-Theoretic EA because of the
lack of restrictions on the possible utility values.

In order to succeed in complex environments, an
agent will need all four execution architectures, which
will come into play at different times. If we con-
sider chess, for example, it seems obvious that action-
utility rules have restricted usefulness (perhaps just for
describing the value of exchanges, knight forks etc.);
condition-action rules constitute the "opening book",
some endgame knowledge and perhaps plausible move
generators; goal-based reasoning occurs when identifi-
able goals (such as checkmate, trapping a queen, queen-
ing a pawn etc.) become achievable with reasonable
likelihood; and the remaining situations are covered by
decision-theoretic planning using a utility function on
states (material, center control etc.). It would be ab-
surd to try to build a chess program based entirely
on condition-action rules or action-utility rules, because
such a program would be unimaginably vast. Compact
representations of good decision procedures require a
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Figure 2: A Decision-Theoretic EA influence diagram
with a 3-step planning window.

variety of knowledge types. It would also take a long
time to learn a complete set of condition-action rules
for chess, whereas it takes only an hour or two for a
human to learn type B rules describing how the pieces
move. This provides another motivation for multiple ex-
ecution architectures: learning is more effective for the
explicit knowledge types (A,B,C) but execution is more
efficient for the compiled types (D,E,F); thus we learn
for one architecture and compile, where reasonable, for
another2.

2.3 Planning windows

For an action sequence rather than a single action, many
single-decision templates can be chained together. As-
suming the Markov property of the states, we can repro-
duce the same decision template repeatedly as the world
state is projected forward in time using only local con-
nections. The planning window is the influence diagram
that is currently being considered. For one-step plan-
ning, the length of the window is one time step. For
k-step planning, the influence diagram is extended by
chaining k decision templates together.

Figure 2 shows a 3-step planning window obtained
by chaining together three decision templates of the
Decision-Theoretic EA in a simplified version of the
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) domain. The
utility of the AUV’s mission is defined in terms of
whether it recovers survey data (nodes: DataAccrued
and DataRecovered) and the amount of fuel used (node:
FuelGauge). The decision node D.t has three possible
actions to choose from: wait, wait for data to accrue at
the sensor; return, return to the surface to be recov-
ered; and pickup, go to the sensor to pick up the data.
The decision node of the previous time, D.t-1, becomes
evidence for the next decision, D.t.

Planning windows apply only to the Goal-Based EA
and Decision-Theoretic EA. The Condition-Action EA
and the Action-Utility EA do not contain knowledge
describing the effects of actions (Type B knowledge),
therefore, there is no way to chain together single deci-
sion templates.

2In [14] we show general conditions under which learning
action-utility values (e.g., Q-learning [21]) works better 
worse than learning the utilities of states.

Planning in this decision-theoretic framework is some-
what different from the traditional notion of planning for
goal achievement. The aim of planning is no longer to
achieve goals but to maximize expected utility. As has
been often pointed out, the generality of maximizing
expected utility rather than achieving goals is necessary
to deal with multiple objectives and goal achievement
uncertainty (e.g., [5; 22]).

3 The Decision Cycle
Given the execution architecture and planning window
representation, there is still the issue of how to use the
four execution architectures together to make decisions.
In our current implementation our strategy is the fol-
lowing. Corresponding to each of the four EAs, there is
a separate influence diagram that is executed in parallel
to determine an action recommendation for that EA. A
separate Metalevel influence diagram receives updates
from the four EAs and makes the final decision on the
action choice by checking the values of a "best action"
node. At this stage of the research, this method has the
advantage of modularizing the EAs to allow the design
and performance of individual EAs to be isolated 3. The
Metalevel is also separated from the implementation of
the EAs and can be developed independently.

The decision making algorithm follows a cycle in
which the following computation occurs:

1. The model is updated by advancing the planning
window and entering new evidence.

2. Each EA computes its action choice.

3. The Metalevel EID computes the final action
choice.

The following sections examines each of these steps in
turn.

3.1 Updating the model

As the agent makes decisions, the planning window is
updated by modifying the influence diagram. After D.t
is executed, its value is instantiated as evidence. For
a k-step planning window, a new time slice is added
by connecting nodes of time t + k to the new nodes of
time t + k + 1. Nodes of time t, X.t, D.t, U.t, are then
removed from the network by integrating their values
into the rest of the network. In general this is done by
converting the conditional probabilities p(Xi.t + llX.t)
into marginal probabilities:

p(Xi.t+ l) =/X.t p(Xi.t+ llX.t)p(X.t)

The time variable t is then incremented so that the
next decision to execute is again D.t. Evidence for the
new X.t nodes in each EA influence diagram is entered
at this point. For example, if we detect a battery fail-
ure, the corresponding node BattoryFa±lure.t is set
to True. Finally, propagation is done to transmit the
effects of the new influence diagram and new evidence
to all the nodes.

3Later versions will combine the separate Extended Influ-
ence Diagrams in order to share nodes.
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Similar techniques have become common recently in
the uncertainty community. Kjaerulff [12] discusses an
implementation of "model reduction" and "model ex-
pansion" that moves a belief network forward in time,
allowing a continuously existing agent to maintain an
updated world model indefinitely 4. Nicholson [13],
Hanks [6], and Kanazawa and Dean [11] also discuss
similar temporal projection methods.

3.2 EA Computation

When any EA computes its action choice, it forwards it
to the Metalevel ID. The EAs run in parallel and if the
Metalevel decides to execute the decision cycle’s action
before some EA has finished its computation, the EA is
interrupted to start the next decision cycle.

It is in this EA Computation step that we consider
planning actions to change the choice of base-level ac-
tions. We assume the planning window is initialized
with a nominal plan that specifies a default action for
each D. i in the planning window. The expected utility
if the next plan step were executed is the current util-
ity of the U.t+k node since the nominal plan steps are
"programmed" in by initializing the prior probabilities
of the corresponding decision nodes to near 1 for the
action of the nominal plan. The utility of executing the
next plan step is compared to the utility of executing a
planning action. The value of planning may be positive,
for example, if there is new evidence since the plan was
constructed or if the plan can be easily improved.

As our possible planning actions, we consider replan-
ning decisions affecting different portions of the utility
model in the influence diagram. For example, in fig-
ure 2, the direct influences on the utility node U.3 are the
DataAccrued.3, DataRecovered.3, and FuelGauge.3
nodes. We seek to work on the attribute node that will
yield the maximum net utility gain, that is, the one with
the maximum value of replanning.

Each node is the root of a subtree of other nodes that
influence it. Suppose we determine that replanning the
FuelGauge.3 subtree in the influence diagram has the
highest estimated value of planning. Recursively, the
value of replanning the subtrees of FuelGauge.3 are
computed, and continuing in this manner the influence
diagram is examined until a decision node is reached.
Continuing the example, the values of replanning the
subtrees rooted at the parents of FueiGauge.3, D.2
and FuelGauge.2, are computed. If YI(replan(D.2)) >
YI(replan(FuelGauge.2)), then the replanning process
stops and changes the value of the decision node D.2
to maximize utility. If VI(replan(FuelGauge.2)) 
VI(replan(D.2)), the FuelGauge.2 node is recursively
examined5.

Let X be the root of the subtree we are considering
replanning. Assuming that we can separate the time-
dependent utility, TC(.), from the "intrinsic" utility,
EUI(.), the estimated value of information gained from

4This assumes that the dependency structure remains
fixed (e.g., there is no addition or removal of arcs or nodes)

5In [16], in a more extensive treatment of replanning, we
show that this recursive evaluation procedure yields an op-
timal policy for the decisions examined.

replanning subtree X is

t]I(replan(X)) = FfU,(replan(X)) - TC(replan(X)) (1)

where replan(X) denotes the action of replanning sub-
tree X.

If the estimated value of replanning, t?I(replan(X)),
is positive, the replanning action with the highest value
is executed, and the EA computation step is repeated
with the new plan by comparing executing the next plan
step and executing a planning action. When the value
of replanning is non-positive, the EA computation step
finishes with the next plan step as its action choice.

3.3 Metalevel computation

The metalevel problem is to take the decision recommen-
dations from the EAs and to output a final action choice.
At any time, the Metalevel ID has a current best action
d*.l. As the results from the EAs arrive asynchronously,
the Metalevel must decide whether to execute the cur-
rent best action d*.t or to wait At for possible updates
from the EAs. This is the basic metalevel computation
algorithm described in Horvitz [8] and Horvitz, et al. [9].
Breese and Fehling [2] also discuss a metalevel control
architecture that uses multiple reasoning methods, but
in their case, a particular method is chosen and then
only that method is executed.

The Metalevel ID is first used to compute the ex-
pected utility of the optimal action, EU(d*.t), by us-
ing the current running time of the decision cycle to
instantiate the Time node, propagating the current ev-
idence through the network, and determining the opti-
mal action DML --~ d*.~ and its expected utility UML =
EU(d*.t). Then, in the same way, the expected util-
ity of the optimal action after waiting At, EU(d*.t~), is
computed by setting the node Time to the sum of the
running time of this decision cycle and an increment At.
At is the time required to run the metalevel computa-
tion. A function of the time cost of delaying At, TC(At)
is required. We assume that TC(At) = c * At where c
is a constant.

The expected value of waiting At is

EVC(At) = EU(d*.t’) - EU(d*.t) TC(At) (2

If EVC(At) <_ O, then there is no benefit in waiting
and the current best action, d*.t, is executed. However,
if EVC(At) > 0 then we should wait by repeating the
metalevel computation step.

4 AUV Example
We have implemented small examples of multiple EAs
and planning windows for the AUV domain and have
been encouraged by the results. For the implementa-
tion, we use the HUGIN software [1] which operates only
on probabilistic belief networks [17]. Therefore, the ex-
tended influence diagram is converted to a correspond-
ing belief network as in [3] by converting decision and
value nodes into probabilistic state nodes. Shachter and
Peot [20] showed that the optimal policy for a decision
can be determined in an efficient manner when the in-
fluence diagram is converted to a belief network.
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On top of the HUGIN software, we have written C
code to implement the multiple execution architectures
framework and metalevel control of planning.

Since each EA has a different "performance profile"
(decision quality as a function of computation time), 
the multiple EAs implementation the interaction that
occurs between EAs as computation time varies can be
observed. For example, the Condition-Action perfor-
mance profile quickly rises to a medium level of decision
quality, while in contrast, the Decision-Theoretic perfor-
mance profile has a higher decision quality but only after
a longer period of computation. Therefore, as computa-
tion time increases, the results of the Condition-Action
EA are weighted less, and the results of the Decision-
Theoretic EA are more heavily weighted. Exploiting the
modularity of the EAs, we can specify simple conditional
probability functions and get complex decision-making
behavior.

We have implemented the value of replanning mech-
anism and have seen it replan successfully when dy-
namic events occur. In one example, after the execution
of the first step of the nominal plan, a battery failure
occurs. This event causes the value of replanning the
FuelGauge subtree to be positive, and after recursively
computing values of replanning in the network, a de-
cision is changed from waiting two cycles for data to
accrue to waiting zero cycles, thereby reducing the use
of fuel for the mission.

5 Conclusion
Two tools to facilitate decision-theoretic reasoning were
discussed. The Multiple execution architectures frame-
work uses performance profiles to combine the informa-
tion from four different implementations of the agent
function to output an action choice. Decision-theoretic
planning uses a projectible decision template to con-
struct a planning window. Within a planning window,
the value of replanning is calculated to provide metalevel
control over planning and execution.

We are currently building a more complex model of
the AUV domain to use for decision-making. As the
model becomes more complex, the need for multiple
EAs and decision-theoretic planning become more im-
portant, so we expect to get more impressive results
from metalevel control. Our continuing work is to de-
velop a control theory of multiple execution architec-
tures to encompass a broad range of computational ac-
tions (e.g., learning, inference, planning, and knowledge
compilation).
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